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ENGLISH Monsters, Murders and the Macabre:  In this unit, students will study the theme of “Monsters” through a range of non-fiction texts and through accessing a 
range of Gothic Fiction. There is also an opportunity to explore the Gothic horror genre too. 
Students should be given the opportunity to explore a range of pre and post-1914 fiction and non-fiction texts with themes surrounding “Monsters.” Students should 
be able to make comparisons between different representations of monsters, or of characters across different points in a text and also across a range of texts. 
Through this unit students should have the opportunity to develop their writing skills through a range of tasks as well as being able to imaginatively explore the use 
of language and structure in a range of fiction and non-fiction texts. There should also be opportunities built into lessons for students to experiment with their writing 
style and to emulate and imitate existing styles of writing through access to a range of authors. It is important that students are able to practice adapting their writing 
to suit a range of text-types, audiences and purposes throughout the duration of this unit. 
There are suggested opportunities to explore poetry linked to the central genre and themes in this unit. There are suggested tasks suitable for introducing students 
to the concept of approaching an ‘unseen’ poem as well as being able to compare themes/characters and ideas in poetry as well as being able to creatively produce 
their own poems.

MATHS Number: negatives, powers and roots, substitution, multiples and factors
Area and volume: area of a triangle, parallelogram and trapezium, volume of cuboids, surface area of cuboids
Expressions and equations: algebraic powers, expressions and brackets, formulae, factorising, equations (balancing)
Real-life graphs: conversion graphs, distance-time graphs, line graphs, real-life graphs

SCIENCE
BIOLOGY

Respiration: Aerobic and anaerobic respiration in living organisms, including the breakdown of
organic molecules to enable all the other chemical processes necessary for life. The differences between aerobic and anaerobic respiration in terms of the reactants,
the products formed and the implications for the organism. 
Interdependence: The interdependence of organisms in an ecosystem, including food webs and insect pollinated crops. The importance of plant reproduction 
through insect pollination in human food security. How organisms affect, and are affected by, their environment, including the accumulation of toxic materialsd to 
maintain levels of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. The adaptations of leaves for photosynthesis.

SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY

Separating Mixtures: What is a mixture and how do they differ from compounds and elements. Introduce key terms such as solvent, solute, solu-
tion and soubility. Show dissolving in terms of particle models and how solubilty varies depending on temperature. Identifying when to use different 
separating techniques. Practical work and demos of separation techniques such as filtration, evaporation, distillation and chromatography.
Types of Reactions: Physical change Vs chemical change and how to identfy which is occuring in a lab. Practical work and demos introducting 
combustion reactions, neutralisation reactions, precipitation reactions and thermal decomposition reactions. Identifying and writing word and balanced 
symbol equations to show the different reactions mentioned above.

SCIENCE
PHYSICS

Pressure: Students learn about pressure in terms of the stress a force applies to a surface, linking this to the effect on the material (e.g. tractor tyres 
and muddy fields, skis on snow). Students also explore pressure in fluids, including the idea that fluids flow from high pressure to low pressure and 
that pressure increases with depth. An application of this is the hydraulic press, found in car jacks and car/bike brakes. Finally, students consdider how 
differences in pressure in fluids causes forces, such as upthrust.
Work: Students learn that mechanical work occurs when a force is used to transfer energy from one energy store to another (e.g. the chemical store 
in a footballer’s legs to the kinetic store of the football). They then investigate how machines (such as wheels, levers pulleys) can be used to do the 
same amount of mechanical work, but with a much smaller effort force.
Magnets & Electromagnets: In this double topic, students review what they remember about magnets from Y5 and 6 (that magnets have poles and 
can create forces of repulsion and attraction at a distance) before investigating the shape of the magnetic fields around and between magnets. This is 
applied to the compass, a magnet that aligns with the magnetic field generated by the Earth. Once students are secure in their understanding of mag-
nets and magnetic fields, the investigate electromagnetism (magnetic fields created by an electrical current), including how to make electromagnets 
stronger. Finally, students study everyday applications of electromagnets (e.g. loudspeakers, electric motors, etc)
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GEOGRAPHY A country study of Pakistan: Plate tectonics, Kashmir earthquake, Responses to earthquakes, Types of aid, Development, Fairtrade, Climate 
Change, The future of Pakistan

HISTORY Who was Guy Fawkes and was he guilty?, What was the impact of the Gunpowder Plot?, Why was there a Civil War in England in 1642? What 
were the main battles of the Civil War? Why was Charles I executed? Why was Cromwell seen as a hero and as a villain?  What was the Great Plague 
and why was it so dangerous?, What was the impact of the Great Plague on England?, Who or what was to blame for the Great Fire of London?, Plague 
at Eyam - local history investigation

MFL (FRENCH) Autumn 1: Ordering food and drinks in a café, Manger/boire/prendre + food and drink, partitive article, likes, dislikes & reasons, present tense, food and le 
monde francophone.
Autumn 2: Buying food, quantities, prices (numbers 1-100), Shops, Eating out, menus.

ART Year 8 Community Cohesion: This project is designed to introduce students to the range of cultures in our society.  Through researching different communities 
and cultures, students are to use craft materials to produce an artwork based on the theme of Cultural Cohesion to celebrate a united society. Students will use 2D 
and 3D processes and new technologies to design and create artwork to be displayed around the school. The artwork will relate to the themes of the local community 
and international mindedness and will be linked to the work of a chosen Artist/Craftsperson. Students will then have the opportunity to create a second outcome 
independently. During this project students will work both independently and collaboratively.  This project runs up until February half term.

DRAMA • Devising for A Genre
• Focus – Non-Naturalistic Drama (Dramatic Tension)
• Create a physical performance using movement to represent characters and plot/theme.
• Using a range of physical theatre techniques in performance.
• Non- Naturalistic theatre
• Physical theatre
• Devising
• Continuous Open Narrative 
• Cliff-hanger
• Mime
• Stock character
• Exaggeration
• Voice:
• Tempo - How quickly you speak 
• Pitch- How high or low your voice is when you speak 
• Tone - How the words are said, sarcastically, sadly, happily
• Movement:
• Pace - How quickly you move 
• Gesture - Using your hands and arms to communicate
• Characterisation
• Considering how your character will move, speak or interact with others
• Proxemics: Using the positioning of the actors and the spaces between them to create a meaning for the audience
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DT Rotations every 6/7 weeks:
Some modules are focused on the key basic skills for year 8 due to Covid
Back to Basics- students look at food posioning and food safety. We also look at the 5 nutrients and the eatwell guide and discuss the term ‘balanced diet’. Pratical 
lessons link to theory.
Fully Equipped- Students are introduced to weighing and measuring and tools and equipment used within a food room.
Stand Up- Students are tasked with learning how to use a sewing machine and the health and safety within the Textiles room. They will use their skills and knowledge 
to make a textile stand for a technology product.
Treatwise- Students design and make a sweet dispenser using their workshop skills.
Chocolate Box- Students build on their graphics skills and produce a chocolate box based on a chosen occasion.
Path to Success- Students are required to create a company name and logo. They will design and make a series of pop up box cards which relate to a chosen theme 
or occasion that can be sold in a local card shop 

ICT/ENTERPRISE Computing/Enterprise: The first half term both Computing and Enterprsie are linked together. The Students begin the Year by looking into using the technology 
at their fingertips for the first time. Basic iPad skills such as using iMovie and Pages will be taught that can be used across the curriculum, as well as basic Computer 
skills such as sending emails and creating a folder structure. We then move onto the basics of staying safe online including Cyberbulling and Emerging Technologies. 
Importance of Game addiction and how it can affect our health is covered in lessons to enable students to become aware of what s happening in the real world 
relating to technology. 

MUSIC Music for an Occasion: Students will be studying the Minuet from Handel’s ‘Music for the Royal Fireworks’, placing the music in its historical and 
social context, including how instruments have changed over time. They will be introduced to performing chords with their left hand, to accompany 
the right hand melody. They will put the knowledge gained from this into a keyboard composition, as well as a listening assessment.

RS We start Year 8 with a unit on ‘Islam’ as this is a religion students are likely to have contact with in their local community. We begin by exploring prior learning 
from our units in Year 7 through completing recall activities. Within this unit, students will explore in depth beliefs and practices within Islam and be able to 
answer enquiry questions such as ‘Who was Muhammed?’, ‘Why is having a declaration to Allah everyday important?’ and ‘Why is the Mosque important 
for Muslims?’. 

VALUES Students begin their Year 8 PSHE course with an in-depth look at key topics within ‘Drugs Education’. The rationale behind this is that this is time in young 
people’s development when some may come across/be tempted by such activities as smoking, drinking alcohol and increasingly will purchase energy 
drinks etc. as they gain more independence. This is complemented by the Citizenship Unit ‘Risk Taking’ which explore many of the risks young people may 
take due to a variety of different reasons such as peer pressure, the thrill/excitement and their socialisation. The risks we explore are age appropriate such 
as; road safety, money, relationships, social media and gangs. 

PE KS3- Our students start our year with lots of invasion and team sports. All pupils will gain an understadning of how to attack/ defend and work as part of 
a team. Additonally we will explore many different types of skills during these sports. Such as Core skills e.g. Passing. Throughout therm all groups will 
rotate around a number of diffferent sports. There are many transferable skills and as a result this ensures our pupils will have mastered the foundations 
needed to be successful in sport. The main sports we cover are- Football/ Rugby / Handball / Netball.


